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Figurative framing, in the form of metaphorical expressions, is especially
effective in carrying conceptual content on an issue and affecting public
opinion. One topic that has been heavily debated in contemporary Hungar-
ian media is migration. Framing starts with the label that journalists select
to refer to fled people: bevándorló (“immigrant”), migráns (“migrant”) or
menekült (“refugee”). Depending on the label, different associations emerge,
resting upon differing (metaphorical) conceptualizations evoked by the
labels. We analysed metaphorical compounds based on the keywords in a
media corpus of approx. 15 million words. Our results indicate that while all
three keywords evoke predominantly negative frames and evaluations that
build on stock metaphorical conceptualizations of fled people as also identi-
fied in the international literature – such as flood, object, business, war
and crime –, the distribution of these metaphors does vary, depending on
a) the selected keyword; and b) the political agenda of the media source.

Keywords: framing, metaphor, migrant, Hungary, media, immigrant,
asylum seeker, migration

1. Introduction

One of the central notions in media theory is framing (Entman 1993, 52). Jour-
nalists – when sifting through masses of information – rely on framing to “pack-
age the information for efficient relay to their audiences” (Gitlin 1980, 7). How
do journalists highlight some aspects of an event and downplay others in order
to promote a certain interpretation of a news item? The answer resides in lan-
guage; by selecting one word or expression over another, alternate understandings
of a particular situation can be activated. Figurative language use, in the form of
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metaphorical expressions, is especially effective in carrying conceptual content on
a particular issue and thus affecting public opinion (Burgers et al. 2016).

One such issue that has been subject to much public debate – and figurative
framing – is migration, and there has been a plethora of studies in the past years
on how media discourses influence and manipulate public opinion on migration
via the use of media frames (e.g., Baker et al. 2008; Bennett et al. 2013; Bos et al.
2016; Eberl et al. 2018; Harris and Gruenewald 2020; Schemer 2012; van Gorp
2005; Viola and Musolff 2019). The general consensus in the academic literature is
that journalists rely on a stock collection of predominantly negative frames (Farris
and Mohamed 2018; Balch and Balabonova 2016). The result is a simplified story-
telling that focuses on either the number of fled people1 or the economic impact of
migration, feeding into nationalist and/or ethnocentric rhetoric (Eberl et al. 2018,
212; Balabanova and Balch 2020).

The consequences of this biased narrative are reflected in the results of cross-
national comparative surveys measuring attitudes towards migrants and migra-
tion in the European Union, according to which Hungary has been displaying the
highest level of rejection towards migrants coming from poorer countries outside
Europe (Messing and Ságvári 2019). Radical change in opinion that placed Hun-
gary at the top of the charts started in 2015 (ibid.), the year the “migration cri-
sis” unfolded. Since then, the topic has been constantly kept high on the political
agenda by the government.

Recently, a number of studies have emerged on how Hungarian media dis-
course influences public opinion on migration via the use of media frames (e.g.,
Bernáth and Messing 2015; Tóth et al. 2018; Egres 2018). What these studies have
demonstrated is that framing essentially starts with the label that journalists
select to refer to fled people: bevándorló (“immigrant”), menekült (“refugee”) or
migráns (“migrant”). While the first two are official (and legal) terms to refer to
specific categories of people, migráns is a relative newcomer; it entered public dis-
course in the wake of the 2015 events and is a borrowing from the English origi-
nal. It is not an official term as compared to the other two labels, nor has it been
a particularly conventionalized expression of Hungarian before 2015. Despite
the fact that migráns appeared in the language only a few years ago, it was
swiftly adopted by pro-government media sources (Bernáth and Messing 2015)
and rapidly acquired negative connotations (McNeil and Karstens 2018). The
construction of migráns has run in parallel with the deconstruction of menekült
(“refugee”), which, on the one hand, has been intentionally repressed in pro-
government sources, and, on the other hand, has been conflated with illegális

1. Following Kotzur et al. (2017), we will use the more neutral expression “fled people” in the
paper to refer to social groups routinely labelled as migrants, asylum seekers, etc.
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bevándorló (“illegal immigrant”) or megélhetési bevándorló (“welfare immi-
grant”), foregrounding the illegal and economic aspects of migration, respectively
(Bocskor 2018, 558). The effects are far-reaching: initial solidarity towards
refugees (i.e., those labelled as menekült) as opposed to immigrants (i.e., beván-
dorló) have now diminished (Janky 2019).

Existing research implies that all three labels now evoke predominantly neg-
ative frames and evaluations – which is in line with the results of KhosraviNik
(2017) on the labels for fled people used in the British media, or Greussing and
Boomgaarden’s (2017) observations on the increasingly uniform coverage of fled
people in Austrian newspapers. Nevertheless, not much is known with regard to
the development of the frames used with the three keywords: in other words, how
has the framing of migráns evolved with respect to the other two keywords. Fur-
thermore, while the available literature does emphasize the potential influence of
the media source’s political leaning on the framing of fled people (Vicsek et al.
2008; McNeil and Karstens 2018; Griebel and Volkmann 2019; Balabanova and
Balch 2020), no systematic and in-depth research has been carried out to date on
a suitably large corpus to analyse the relationship between political agenda and
frame selection.

The aim of the present paper is to fill these substantial gaps in research by
adopting a unique method of mapping the metaphorical framing of the keywords
bevándorló (“immigrant”), migráns (“migrant”) and menekült (“refugee”) from
the very start of the “migration crisis” in January 2015 and track the development
and use of the metaphors that were used in both pro-government (PG) and non
pro-government (NPG) media with these terms until April 2018, by investigating
the metaphorical basis of the compound words that the three keywords appeared
in as modifying elements.2 For example, menekültáradat, which is a compound
word that contains the modifying element menekült (“refugee”) and the head
word áradat (“deluge”, i.e., the compound as a whole can be translated literally as
“refugee deluge”), is based upon the metaphorical conceptualization of refugees
as flood. The justification for investigating compounds that the keywords appear
in rests on the idea that whenever we are faced with the challenge of a new con-
cept for which a novel lexical item needs to be coined, compounding is the most
common strategy in Hungarian (Cs. Nagy 1995, 272). A compound word is a con-
ceptual “package”, motivated by the components that it is constituted by (Benczes
2006). By focusing on compounds that are based upon either one of the keywords
in the modifier position, we can track the metaphorical expressions – and hence

2. By “modifying element” we refer to the first constituent of a compound word, such as apple
in apple tree.
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the metaphorical source domains – that are associated with the respective key-
words.3

Our selected time frame (January 2015 – April 2018) was a rather tumultuous
period in Hungarian politics with regard to the topic of migration. The first arti-
cles of the corpus, dating to January 2015, covered the official statement related to
immigration into Hungary: Prime Minister Viktor Orbán’s speech in Paris after
the commemoration ceremony for the victims of the Charlie Hebdo terror attack,
declaring that Hungary refuses economic migration and does not provide asy-
lum for economic migrants. This signalled the beginning of an intensifying dis-
course on migration in the media, which lasted until the 2018 national elections,
marking the closing date of the articles we collected. Between 2015 and 2018,
the government launched several anti-migration initiatives (national consulta-
tion, referendum, legislation, billboard campaigns), all of which enjoyed intensive
media coverage.

The structure of the paper is the following: in the second section we review
earlier results on the metaphorical framing of fled people. The third section on
data and method summarizes the basic characteristics of the corpus and the fil-
tered database of compound words. In section four, the first part of the analysis
and discussion includes results on source domains occurring with the keywords,
while the second part considers the distribution across time periods and media
sources, with a special focus on the political leaning of the media source. The
main findings and conclusions are summarized in the fifth section.

2. The metaphorical framing of fled people

We constantly interpret (and reinterpret) the world around us, allowing for alter-
native understandings, depending on what our own interests and patterns of
experience are. This process is guided by what has been referred to as “frames”
or “schemata of interpretation” (Goffman 1974/1986, 21). While the exact defini-
tion of what a frame is differs across disciplines, the fundamental characteristic
of a frame as a means of organizing the world around us via stable cognitive rep-
resentations can be regarded as a common feature. Frames are typically linked
with specific lexical choices and are thus embedded in language use (Semino et al.
2018). This latter feature of frames is all the more relevant in news reporting,
where, by selecting one word or expression over another, journalists can provoke
alternate understandings of a particular situation (Gamson and Lasch 1983). Fig-

3. We considered an expression as a compound (and hence part of the corpus) if the expres-
sion was written as a single word or with a hyphen between the two constituents.
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urative language use, in the form of metaphorical expressions, is especially effec-
tive in carrying conceptual content on a particular issue and thus affecting public
opinion (Burgers et al. 2016; Thibodeau et al. 2017; Fausey and Matlock 2011).

In the past two decades there has been a plethora of studies on how migration
is framed in the media and/or public discourse. Regardless of which language
and/or country is under scrutiny, the metaphors show little variability and seem
to build on a stock collection of metaphoric frames (Arcimaviciene and Baglama
2018; Baker and McEnery 2005; Charteris-Black 2006; Cisneros 2008; Dervinytė
2009; El Rafaie 2001; Ellis and Wright 1998; Hart 2021; Santa Ana 1999). Accord-
ingly, fled people are commonly depicted as a large body of water or uncontrolled
natural force;4 as criminals; as an army of invaders; as animals or pests; and
as objects or commodities. The conventionality of these negative frames have
far-reaching ideological significance in that they foreground the “otherness” of
migrants (Baider and Kopytowska 2017) and promote a strong us-against-them
attitude.

There have been a number of attempts within Hungary to examine how
migration has been framed in the wake of the 2015 events; these have taken nearly
exclusively a sociological point of view (Bernáth and Messing 2015; Bocskor 2018;
Janky 2019; Kiss 2016; Kenyeres and Szabó 2016; Sik and Simonovits 2018; Szalai
and Gőbl 2015). These studies have highlighted the application of the securi-
tization frame in both Hungarian government rhetoric and public discourse,
which foregrounds the need to protect the European continent from an uncon-
trolled mass of immigrants. As for the metaphorical framing of migration within
a Hungarian context, the most comprehensive account to date is Tóth et al.’s
(2018) study, which analysed the metaphorical linguistic expressions occurring
with the word migráns within the time frame of 2014–15 and identified six major
source domains, these being flood, war, object, pressure/burden, animal
and building. Similarly to previous results in the international literature (see
above), Tóth et al.’s study also underlined the predominantly negative attitude
towards fled people, who are seen either as a danger and threat (via the flood or
war metaphorical framing) or as an undifferentiated and/or objectified mass (via
the object or animal metaphors).

While Tóth et al.’s (2018) analysis is the most exhaustive and reliable study on
the metaphorical conceptualization of the label migráns, it is concerned with only
one such label. Hungarian has two further conventionalized labels in public dis-
course for fled people: bevándorló (“immigrant”) and menekült (“refugee”), both
of which refer (legally) to different categories of people (Bernáth and Messing

4. Note, however, that water (or liquid) metaphors might convey a positive attitude as well –
see Salahshour’s (2016) study on a New Zealand newspaper corpus.
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2015, 8). Bevándorló (“immigrant”) is used for people who wish to enter the
country for economic reasons; menekült (“refugee”) is the official category for
those who need to flee their homeland and seek international protection. Migráns
(“migrant”) is a relative newcomer in the sense that it was not part of everyday
language before the events of 2015.

What exactly, however, does migráns mean? Kálmán (2015) considered the
latter “neutral” in the sense that it does not convey the motivation of the people
referred to as such. The neutrality of the term has also been emphasized by Kiss
(2016), whose analysis of the label usage of Hungarian media outlets indicates
that in 2015, the terms migráns, bevándorló, menekült and menedékkérő (“asylum
seeker”) were mostly used interchangeably. In Kiss’ view, it was due to govern-
ment rhetoric that “the originally neutral term ‘migrant’ has been filled with
derogatory connotations” (p. 59). The role of government rhetoric in meaning
construction has also been emphasized by Bocskor (2018, 558), who claims that
due to the foregrounding of the “illegal” and “economic” aspects of immigration,
via the labelling of fled people as illegális bevándorló (“illegal immigrants”) or
megélhetési bevándorló (“welfare immigrant”) on the one hand, and avoiding the
term menekült (refugee”) on the other hand, government rhetoric intentionally
conflated the meanings of the terms.

Summing up the available literature on the Hungarian terms menekült, beván-
dorló and migráns, the general consensus is that all three investigated keywords
evoke predominantly negative frames and evaluations. This is, however, an over-
simplification of the issue. Given the fact that the meaning of migráns had to be
actively constructed (as it was nonexistent in Hungarian prior to 2015), it can
be assumed that the metaphorical framing of the term had to be built up from
scratch – which is not the case with either of the other two labels, menekült or
bevándorló, which have been in use prior to 2015 as well (and see Baker et al. 2008
on differences in evaluations for the various labels for fled people). Accordingly,
we hypothesize the following:

– H1: While all three keywords draw on a stock collection of migration
metaphors, migráns, as a newcomer, shows more variability and diversity in
the metaphorical frames that it activates;

– H2: As more conventionalized terms, menekült and bevándorló show more
stability and less variability in the metaphorical imagery that they activate;
and

– H3: The political leaning of a media source affects both keyword and
metaphor preference.

Our study attempts to test these hypotheses by investigating the metaphorical
frames of all three labels used for fled people, namely menekült, bevándorló and
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migráns. We thus propose that all three keywords rely on a stock collection
of (predominantly negative) migration metaphors, but the distribution of these
metaphors will vary, depending on (a) the selected keyword; and (b) the political
agenda of the media source.

3. Methodology

Our corpus is comprised of 8 major Hungarian online news portals, containing
31,121 news articles, covering the period of 07 January 2015 to 14 April 2018 in
seven non-consecutive sections (see Appendix A for further details). These time
sections include articles (both news items and op-eds) from the aftermath of the
most major international or domestic events related to migration (see Introduc-
tion for a brief summary). The preliminary selection of the articles was based on
the occurrence of certain keywords linked to the broadly defined topic of migra-
tion.5 This method ensured that our corpus was relatively monothematic (as it
mostly dealt with migration), which is a key component of any corpus for identi-
fying metaphorical target domain vocabulary (Stefanowitsch 2006, 3). Relying on
our own expertise and confirmed by Bene and Szabó (2019), media sources were
categorized as PG and NPG, on the basis of their relationship to the Hungarian
government.6 One of our sources (origo.hu) changed ownership in late 2015 and
changed its tone from left/neutral to right-wing pro-government. Therefore, we
split the corpus of this source into two groups, using the date of the change in the
editor-in-chief’s position (i.e., 21 March 2016) as the dividing line. Following tok-
enization, the total number of words was roughly 15 million (n =14,768,392). The
total number of news items in the PG and NPG sources was 19,443 (62%) and
11,678 (38%), respectively.

As a first step in filtering and cleaning the data, we searched for words that
contained any of the three keywords (bevándorló, menekült, migráns). The total
number of hits containing a keyword in any form was 138,539, originating from
2,256 unique form of words (i.e., types) – see the figures under “Corpus” in
Table 1. As a next step, we extracted all the compound words from this dataset,

5. Articles relevant to the broadly defined topic of migration were defined by the occurrence
of any of the following keywords: “menekül*” (refugee), “bevándor*” (immigrant), “migrác*”
(migration), “migrán*” (migrant), “betelepít*” (relocation). The keywords were searched in the
title, subtitle, abstract, body or tag part of the articles. The original web-scraping was carried
out by Precognox, a Hungarian text analytics company.
6. PG: magyaridok.hu, 888.hu, pestisracok.hu, origio.hu (from March 2016). NPG: 24.hu,
444.hu, index.hu, nepszava.hu, nol.hu, origo.hu (until March 2016).
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either with or without a hyphen. We were able to identify 5,733 compound
words – see the figures under “Compounds” in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of tokens identified in the corpus

Keyword

Corpus Compounds Metaphorical compounds

No. of
words

(tokens)
No. of
types

No. of
words

(tokens)
No. of
types

No. of
compounds
(tokens, in

%)

No. of
metaphorical

compound
types (n)

Specific
occurrences

for each
type

(mean)

Ratio of
metaphorical
compounds

(%)

menekült
(refugee)

 79,914
(57.6%)

1,208
(53.5%)

30,066
(82.1%)

351
(45.0%)

4,353
(75.9%)

 92
(47.6%)

98.6 14.5%

bevándorló
(immigrant)

 23,259
(16.8%)

 270
(12.0%)

1,614
(4.4%)

 96
(12.3%)

 104
(1.8%)

19
(9.8%)

17.3  6.4%

migráns
(migrant)

 35,366
(25.5%)

 778
(34.5%)

 4,945
(13.5%)

288
(36.9%)

1,276
(22.3%)

 82
(42.5%)

18.7 25.8%

Total 138,539
(100%)

2,256
(100%)

36,625
(100%)

780
(100%)

5,733
(100%)

193
(100%)

55.7 15.6%

The final compound type lists for bevándorló, menekült and migráns were
then categorized on the basis of what source concepts (or metaphorical source
domains) the respective head words evoked, and thus what metaphor the com-
pounds were instantiations of. Our final list of unique metaphorical compounds
included 193 types – see the figures under “Metaphorical compounds” in Table 1.

For example, migránsáradat (“migrant” + “deluge”) was identified as an
instance of the flood metaphor, based on the metaphorical linguistic expression
áradat (“deluge”).7 Since all our types are decontextualized examples, catego-
rization was done via a so-called “top-down” approach of metaphor analysis.
This means that the identification of metaphorical expressions is based upon
pre-existing (or predetermined) conceptual metaphors (Krennmayr 2013). We
are aware of the limitations of the approach – the method cannot provide a full
account of all metaphors in the corpus, since it is biased toward already iden-
tified/discussed metaphorical conceptualizations. Nevertheless, this limitation is
counterweighed by the sheer amount of data that we can thus effectively analyse.
We based the metaphors primarily, but not exclusively, on those that have been
already identified and discussed in Tóth et al. (2018) and Arcimaviciene and
Baglama (2018) – these two studies being the most thorough to date in the identifi-

7. As laid out by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) in what has become known as Conceptual
Metaphor Theory (CMT), abstract concepts can only be understood or made sense of by rely-
ing on more concrete concepts. These conceptual metaphors are manifested in language, in lin-
guistic metaphorical expressions.
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cation of metaphorical frames in migration discourse. The major source domains
that emerged in the two studies showed nearly full overlap; these being flood,
war, crime, disease, object, pressure/burden, animal and building (which
formed the basis of our own categorization).

It needs to be mentioned at this point that the present research focuses purely
on metaphorical framing. This implies that compounds which are not considered
as metaphorical fall outside of our analysis, even though framing can be achieved
via nonmetaphorical language as well. For example, bevándorlóközösség (“immi-
grant” + “community”) evokes a sense of belonging and group identity that might
counteract or even mitigate the general opinion that has been identified as one of
the hallmarks of public discourse on fled people (see above). Since the focus of the
paper is on metaphorical framing, frames that cannot be unequivocally identified
as metaphorical (but have been mentioned in the literature as framing strategies
for fled people and migration in general) have also been ignored in our analysis,
such as security threat (Greussing and Boomgaarden 2017; Kurkut et al. 2020) or
crisis (Krzyżanowski et al. 2018).

A number of interesting observations can be drawn from Table 1. First of all,
menekült occurs with the highest number of both types and tokens, averaging 98.6
specific occurrences for each type. This indicates that menekült is highly embed-
ded and conventionalized in everyday language use, allowing for a large diversity
of compound expressions (patterns) with high average frequencies. Bevándorló
has the lowest type and token numbers, with an average frequency of 17.3 tokens
for each type. Migráns – although a relative newcomer in Hungarian – has a quite
high type and token number, with an average token frequency of 18.7. Neverthe-
less, linguistic productivity rests upon type – and not token – frequency; accord-
ing to Bybee (2001, 119), “[t]he number of existing items that a pattern applies to
bears a direct relation to the probability that it will affect new items.” That is, it
is more probable that migráns, with its higher type frequency, will be used for
the creation of novel structures than, for instance, bevándorló (which has a lower
type frequency). The reason for this phenomenon mainly rests upon the fact that
higher type frequency correlates with greater analysability – i.e., language users
are able to identify and generalize patterns more easily.

The productivity patterns as discussed above do not correlate exactly with
the number of metaphorical compounds we have identified. Thus, the second
observation that can be drawn from Table 1 is that the ratio of metaphorical com-
pounds is the highest with migráns (25.8%), as opposed to bevándorló (6.4%)
and even menekült (14.5%). The high metaphoricity of migráns (with respect to
the other two keywords) partially justifies our first hypothesis: since the mean-
ing of migráns was not conventionalized before in Hungarian, thus rendering it
as an “unknown” concept, it was open to multiple metaphorical conceptualiza-
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tions – which entailed greater metaphoricity and accordingly higher numbers of
metaphorical compounds, as opposed to the other two keywords.

4. Analysis and discussion

4.1 Source domains occurring with the keywords

Turning to the metaphorical conceptualizations of the compound words, our
analysis indicates that the source domains that occur in the compound expres-
sions with all three keywords do not show much differentiation and are based
upon stock migration metaphors identified in the literature, such as flood,
object, business, war and crime. The data might create the impression that the
keywords are interchangeable, as they activate similar metaphorical imagery, but
on closer inspection it can be seen that migráns exhibits the greatest versatility
in terms of metaphorical source domains, corroborating our first hypothesis. The
other two keywords show less variability, thus supporting our second hypothe-
sis; menekült is used with only two source domains (flood and object), while
bevándorló also activates the crime and war frames. In the following we will
analyse each major metaphorical source domain in detail.

Table 2 includes two metrics for each metaphorical compound and keyword
combinations. The first column is a simple proportion of the ten metaphorical
compounds by keyword, calculated for each period separately. This one-
dimensional measure can be extended by weighted log odds ratios (wlo) (Monroe
et al. 2017), to provide complementary evidence for the source domains occurring
with the keywords. The higher the log odds ratio, the more specific the keyword
is to a source domain, as compared to the others. A negative log odds ratio means
that a keyword is less likely to appear with a given source domain. The weighted
log-odds were calculated by using the Tidylo package in R (Silge et al. 2020), by
taking into account the varying number of articles in the corpus in the respective
periods.

The flood metaphor constituted more than 70% of metaphorical com-
pounds in all three keywords (menekült: 74.5%; bevándorló: 65.4%; migráns:
58.2%). These figures corroborate Tóth et al.’s (2018) study, in which the flood
metaphor also appeared as the most prominent conceptualization. Yet the
metaphorical imagery of flood to describe fled people is not peculiar in any way
to Hungarian; Musolff (2016, 82) describes it as a “standard scenario” in migra-
tion and immigration discourses – both in the public and the scientific sphere
(Kryżanowski et al. 2018). Commonly occurring headwords in our corpus, iden-
tified as manifestations of the flood metaphor, include áramlat (“current”),
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Table 2. Occurrence of identified source domains in compounds with bevándorló /
menekült / migráns as modifiers (in % and log odds ratios)

Source domains appearing
in the compounds

bevándorló
(“immigrant”)

migráns
(“migrant”)

menekült
(“refugee”) Total

% wlo % wlo % wlo %

1 Flood  65.4 +4.58 58.2 −8.25 74.5 +3.80 70.7

2 Object  15.4 +0.75 15.2 −2.54 23.1 +1.49 21.2

3 Business 0 –  8.4 +8.23  0.8 −0.69  2.5

4 Crime  8.7  +0.779  8.5 +5.20  0.3 −5.15  2.3

5 War  5.8  +0.236  6.2 +3.72  0.7 −3.39  2.0

6 Animal  2.9  +0.944  1.3 +1.69  0.1 −2.13  0.5

7 Pressure 0 –  0.7 +1.97  0.3 +0.78  0.4

8 Building 0 –  0.8 +2.37  0.1 +0.01  0.3

9 Misc (monster /natural
force/ horror/game)

 1.9  +0.527  0.6 +0.71  0.1 −0.99  0.2

10 Disease 0 –  0.2 +2.04 0 NA  0.1

Total (%) 100% 100% 100% 100%

n= 104 n= 1,276 n= 4,353 n= 5,733

áramlás (“stream”), cunami (“tsunami”), hullám (“wave”), özön (“deluge”), tenger
(“sea”), zsilip (“floodgate”), etc. Feeding into the fear that we have towards unpre-
dictable natural forces (Arcimaviciene and Baglama 2018, 9), the metaphor fits
into “the wider conceptual complex of a mass movement” (Tóth et al. 2018, 183;
emphasis as in original), according to which fled people are the participants and
the countries that receive them function as the containers.

Our second most frequent source domain was object, accounting for 21%
of the compounds with all investigated keywords. Commonly occurring head-
words in our corpus, identified as manifestations of the object metaphor, include
átvételi (“receipt”), elosztás or szétosztás (“distribution”), csomag (“package”),
gyártás (“production”), ipar (“industry”), osztogatás (“dispensation”), szám
(“number”), etc. Once again, this finding is not in any way surprising – it fits into
both Tóth et al.’s (2018) results (where it occurred as the fourth most frequent
source domain) and also resonates with international (im)migration discourse.
The dehumanizing aspect of the object metaphor is all the more striking in light
of the fact that it occurred with menekült (i.e., “refugee”) the most frequently,
although – at least in Bernáth and Messing’s (2015, 9) view, the word menekült
in Hungarian evokes solidarity and empathy. Our results definitely challenge this
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idea and emphasize a distancing effect: by conceptualizing refugees as objects,
social responsibility towards refugees is lifted.

Similar dehumanization occurs with the business metaphor, which construes
fled people as commodities in a business transaction. Thus, this particular
metaphor can be considered as a more specific instantiation of the object
metaphor, whereby fled people are objects of trade between countries and gov-
ernments. Headwords occurring in the compounds that we identified as belong-
ing to the business metaphor include adó (“tax”), biznisz (“business”), bónusz
(“bonus”), export (“export”), import (“import”), szerződés (“contract”), etc. The
metaphor was noteworthy only with migráns corroborated by the high weighted
log odds ratio (but it did not occur at all with bevándorló and reached only 1%
with menekült). Within this metaphor, fled people do not have either feelings or
rights (Arcimaviciene and Baglama 2018, 9); thus, it is the role of governments to
decide how they (as commodities in a business transfer) should be usefully allo-
cated and dealt with.

Two related metaphors that featured prominently with migráns and beván-
dorló (but not with menekült) were war (wlo: +3.72, +0.23) and crime (wlo:
+5.20, +0.779), respectively. The former metaphor – manifested in our corpus
via headwords such as horda (“horde”), csata (“battle”), ellenség (“enemy”), front
(“front”), invázió (“invasion”), roham (“charge”), sereg (“army”), etc. – concep-
tualizes fled people as invaders of an army who wish to conquer Hungary. The
crime metaphor also builds upon fear and insecurity (necessarily activating the
securitization frame of (im)migration discourse), and exacerbates feelings of fear
and hatred (Arcimaviciene and Baglama 2018, 11).

The animal metaphor – which also dehumanizes fled people – was quite
prevalent (3%, wlo: +0.94) with bevándorló (where it was the sixth most frequent
metaphorical conceptualization), but very rare or literally non-existent with the
other two keywords (migráns: 1.3%, wlo:+1.69; menekült: 0%, wlo:-). Words that
evoke the animal metaphor with all three keywords are primarily vadász
(“hunter”) and vadászat (“hunting”), thus conceptualizing fled people as prey.
The animal metaphor further distances fled people by placing them on a lower
level of existence in the hierarchical structure of the Great Chain of Being
(Arcimaviciene and Baglama 2018; Lakoff and Turner 1989).

We also identified a handful of metaphorical source domains that had very
low frequencies (token numbers) in our corpus, these being pressure/burden,
building and disease. The latter showed up only in compounds with migráns
as the modifying element, manifested in headwords such as fertőzött (“infected”),
góc (“centre of infection”) and láz (“fever”). The very low frequencies of these
source domains do not allow us to draw firm conclusions.
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4.2 Distribution of source domains across time periods

As it was demonstrated in the above section, only a smaller fraction of compound
words could be linked to one of the source domains covered by our analysis. How-
ever, based on how their occurrences changed over various time periods, several
interesting observations can be made. Identified source domains with menekült
are mostly flood and object (see Table 3). During the first two periods (basically
in 2015), flood was the primary source domain, resting on mostly the frequency
of the compounds menekültáradat (“refugee deluge”) and menekülthullám
(“refugee wave”). From late 2015, however, the object metaphor became more
and more prevalent in media discourse. The rapid growth of the latter is most
probably a consequence of the policy-related term menekültkvóta (“refugee
quota”), which was heavily debated in the media.

Compound words with migráns show more diverse patterns across the seven
investigated time periods, justifying our first hypothesis. It is clearly visible from
Table 3 that the relative incidence of flood compared to other metaphors shows
a decreasing trend; however, the odds ratios indicate that its presence in absolute
terms did not change throughout the investigated time periods. In 2015 (Period
2) – similarly to refugee – migránsáradat (“migrant deluge”) and migránshullám
(“migrant wave”) were the most prevalent. This might be accountable by the fact
that August–September 2015 saw the highest number of fled people entering the
country within our investigated periods. Use of the word migránskvóta (“migrant
quote”) is responsible for most of the object metaphors. During Period 4, a new
and frequently used compound word, migránsbiznisz (“migrant business”, wlo:
14.9), appeared – mostly in the PG sources. But, as quickly as it appeared, it went
“out of fashion” and did not occur in large numbers in the subsequent periods.
The two “newcomer” source domains with significant shares were crime and
war, with notably high wlo values in the last period. With regard to the former,
the most frequent compounds that manifested this source domain were migráns-
banda (“migrant gang”), migránsbűnözés (“migrant crime”), migránserőszak
(“migrant violence”), miránscsempész (“migrant smuggler”) and migránsbűnöző
(“migrant criminal”). Notably, in the articles of the PG origo.hu news portal,
almost one-third of all identified source domain words with the headword
migráns were linked to crime. Metaphorical compounds with war were reflected
by migránsinvázió (“migrant invasion”) and migránstámadás (“migrant attack”).
It is important to note that these compounds were also present in earlier periods,
but simply because of the large number of other source domains (mostly flood
and object), their overall proportion stayed at a steadily low level.

Identified source domains with bevándorló are somewhat special as compared
to migráns and menekült, because of their very low number. Statistically, only
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Table 3. Selected identified source domains with menekült (“refugee”) and migráns
(“migrant”) by time periods*

K
ey

w
or

d

Source
domain

Period
1–2

(2015)

Period 3
(Oct-Nov

2016)

Period 4
(Mar-Apr

2017)

Period 5
(Nov-Dec

2017)

Period 6
(Jan-Feb

2018)

Period 7
(Mar-Apr

2018)

m
en

ek
ül

t (
re

fu
ge

e)

flood %    78.3%    56.6%    47.9%    40.3%    52.4%    45.7%

wlo   21.60    6.57    6.45    6.57    6.47    6.58

object %    20.0%    41.7%    45.3%    58.1%    42.9%    52.9%

wlo    8.44    5.16    4.52    4.36    3.97    4.34

business %     0.6%     0.4%     6.0%     1.6%     4.8%     1.4%

wlo    3.65    5.89    6.68    6.20    6.35    6.18

war %     0.7%     1.3%     0.9%   0%   0%   0%

wlo    3.46    5.11    5.02 NA NA NA

crime %     0.3%   0%   0%   0%   0%   0%

wlo    3.85 NA NA NA NA NA

Total (%) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(n) 3,786 228 117 62 63 70

m
ig

rá
ns

 (m
ig

ra
nt

)

flood %    89.4%    66.7%    29.5%    37.5%    17.1%    20.5%

wlo    5.40    7.01    6.35    6.56    6.14    5.24

object %     6.7%    19.3%     9.8%    50.0%    48.8%    22.1%

wlo   −0.23    3.73    3.46    4.07    4.35    3.69

business %     1.1%   0%    54.9%   0%     3.7%     1.6%

wlo    5.13 NA   14.85 NA    6.35    6.11

war %     2.5%    10.5%     4.0%     8.3%     3.7%    17.4%

wlo    5.22    6.99    5.62    5.50    5.20    7.94

crime %     0.4%     3.5%     1.7%     4.2%    26.8%    38.4%

wlo    5.57    7.29    7.04    7.06    9.11   13.91

Total (%) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(n) 566 171 173 48 82 190

* Due to insufficient numbers for bevándorló (“immigrant”), no data is indicated for this keyword.
Period 1 and 2 have been merged due to the low token numbers of Period 1.

Period 2 provides enough cases for comparison. Not surprisingly, bevándorlóára-
dat (“immigrant deluge”) and bevándorlóhullám (“immigrant wave”) were the
most relevant metaphorical expressions here. In Period 6 the words related to
crime showed similar trends to that of migráns, with bevándorlóbűnöző / beván-
dorlóbűnözés (“immigrant criminal” / “immigrant crime”) appearing frequently.
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4.3 The effect of political leaning on the use of keywords and source
domains

The Hungarian media landscape went through drastic changes after 2014, with
a well-identifiable section of news sources providing uncritical visibility for the
government’s migration narrative. This is also reflected in how the topic of migra-
tion in general was presented between 2015 and 2018. Table 4 demonstrates that
there is significant association between the use of keywords with identified source
domains in PG and NPG media sources (X2(2, N =5140) =442.3, p <.01 ϕC = .293).
Based on the weighted log odds ratios, the use of migráns was more likely in PG
media, while menekült was more expected to appear in NPG sources, partially
supporting our third hypothesis. These results corroborate Bernáth and Messing’s
(2015) data as well, who, in their analysis of governmental and non-governmental
communication on migration in 2015, found that PG sources were quick to adopt
the term migráns, and only very few media sources (7% of their total corpus)
showed any inclination to use and differentiate between the terms bevándorló and
menekült.

Table 4. Use of identified source domains by keywords in PG and NPG media sources

Media source

Keyword

Bevándorló (immigrant) Menekült (refugee) Migráns (migrant)

PG %    2.6%   61.8%   35.6% 100%

wlo +15.23 −53.75 +34.17

NPG %    1.2%   87.0%   11.8% 100%

wlo −13.61 +51.58 −30.17

The selection of keywords used either with compound and non-compound
words affects the emotional attachment of the reader and contributes to the
strengthening of opposite narratives. The use of source domains might also have
similar effects. Contrary to the notable differences in keyword use (as seen in
Table 4), there seems to be less variance in the relative occurrence of source
domains in PG and NPG media sources based on percentage and weighted log
odds ratios. Nevertheless, results in Table 5 imply that minor – yet nontrivial – dif-
ferences between the metaphorical conceptualizations of the keywords do exist,
thus highlighting alternative conceptualizations. Thus, flood is the primary
source domain in both groups, but it was more prevalent in NPG sources com-
pared to PG sources. Additionally, more negative source domains, such as busi-
ness, war, crime and object all have positive wlo values for PG sources and
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negative values for NPG sources, implying that the former was more likely to use
averse source domains linked to the keywords bevándorló, menekült and migráns.

Table 5. Use of identified source domains by keywords in PG and NPG media sources

Source domain

Media source

Pro-government Non pro-government

% (n) wlo % (n) wlo

flood   66.1% (1466) −3.73  73.6% (2585)   3.49

object  21.6% (479)   0.24 20.9% (735) −0.22

business  3.8% (85)   1.75 1.7% (58) −1.65

war  2.4% (54)   1.21 1.2% (42) −1.13

crime   4.9% (108)   3.47 0.6% (22) −3.43

animal  0.5% (10) −0.86 1.1% (37)   0.75

pressure 0.4% (9)   0.13 0.3% (12) −0.12

building 0.1% (3) −0.52 0.3% (12)   0.45

misc 0.1% (2) −0.55 0.3% (10)   0.47

5. Conclusions

The primary objective of this paper was to map the metaphorical framing of
bevándorló (“immigrant”), menekült (“refugee”) and migráns (“migrant”) from
the very start of the “migration crisis” in January 2015, and track the development
and use of the metaphors that were used in the media until April 2018. The novelty
of our research was the focus on metaphorical compound words, as a means to
analyse the way the three keywords appeared in language use. We based our idea
on the assumption that compounding seems to be the most common strategy
whenever we are faced with the challenge of a new concept for which a novel lex-
ical item needs to be coined.

Our results indicate that while all three keywords evoke predominantly neg-
ative frames and evaluations that build on stock metaphorical conceptualizations
of fled people as also identified in the international literature – such as flood,
object, business, war and crime –, the distribution of these metaphors does
vary, depending on (a) the selected keyword; and (b) the political agenda of the
media source. We have found that migráns (“migrant”) exhibited the greatest ver-
satility in terms of metaphorical source domains, clearly indicating a very active
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meaning construction process (as the meaning of this label had to be built up
from scratch).

We have also identified significant differences in the use of keywords depend-
ing on the political leaning of the media sources. PG sources were more likely
to use migráns (“migrant”) compared to NPG media, while the latter gave more
preference to menekült (“refugee”). Furthermore, business, war, crime and
object all showed positive wlo values for PG sources and negative values for
NPG sources, implying that the former was more likely to use more averse source
domains. Our study thus suggests that minor – yet nontrivial – differences do
exist between the metaphorical conceptualizations of the three investigated key-
words, highlighting alternative conceptualizations and alternative narratives
along the PG versus NPG divide.
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